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The aim of this article is to give an axiomatic characterization of the multi- 
variate measure of “affinity” among a number of distributions. This measure 
has been used in the last few years for statistical decision making. When there 
are only two distributions involved this measure of affinity is related to a 
measure of distance between the distributions. In this article the multivariate 
measure is characterized by a set of four axioms. It is shown that these axioms 
lead to a functional equation whose unique solution is the measure of affinity 
under consideration. The axioms are also intuitively appealing as desirable 
properties for a measure of affinity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a set of r discrete distributions (PSI , Piz ,..., Pi,), for i = 1, 2 ,..., r, 
where Pij > 0, for all i, j, Cy=, Pij = I, for i = 1, 2 ,..., r. Matusita (1967) 
considered a measure which would in some sense indicate the closeness of the 
distributions to one another which he called a measure of affinity among the 
distributions. The measure so defined is as follows: 
W) 
When r = 2, it is easily seen that pn is related to a distance measure as follows: 
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where 
D, = -f (p;:” - P;?)“. (1.3) 
j=l 
D, can be interpreted as the square of a measure of distance between the two 
populations (Pi1 , Pi2 ,..., Pi,), i = 1, 2 and, thus, P,, can be given a geometrical 
interpretation as cos 0, where 8 is the angle between the vectors if the two 
distributions are represented as points on a hypersphere. When r = 2, p,, is used 
extensively in statistical inference problems, some of which may be seen from 
Matusita (1966). In the general case some of its properties are studied and some 
applications are pointed out in Kirmani (1968, 1971) and Matusita (1967, 1971). 
The aim of this article is to give an axiomatic foundation for pn in (I. 1) for a 
fixed r, 2 < r < CCL The main result is embodied in the following theorem. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF AFFINITY MEASURE 
THEOREM. Let A,@,, , PI2 ,.,., PI,; PSI ,..., Pz,; . . . . P, , P,, ,..., P,.,), (n > 2) 
be a function Of Pij , Pii > 0 for all i = I,..., r, j = I,2 ,..., n and xj”=l Pij = I 
for i = 1, 2,..., r, satisfying thefollowing properties RI , R, , 12, , and R4 . 
R,: Recursivity. 
A#',, >..., Pm; P21 ,..., Pm; . . . . Pr, ,..., Pm) 
= A,&',, f Pl2, Pu ,--., Pm; P,, i- P22, J's ,...> f'2,; ..a; P,, 
i- pt.2 , pra I'**, Pm) + Wll + Pl2P21 + P22) -.. VT1 + p,w 
P 
x Az PI, ;‘P,, ’ [ ( 
PI2 P,l pr2 
PII + PIZ ; **‘; P,, + P,, ’ P,, + Pr2 ) 1 - l ’ 
for PiI + P,., > 0, i = l,..., r ; 2 < r < 00 and n 2 3. 
R,: Symmetry. A, is symmetric in r-tuples 
(pli,P2j ,..., PTj) j= 1,2,3. 
R,: Normalization. 
1 1 1 3 1 31’7 + 1 
A2(;,;;;,;;...;2,2;~,a) =?[ 2117 I 
R,: A&, , 1 - x,; x2 , 1 - x2; . . . ; X, , 1 - x,) is continuous in its variabZes 
Xl ,..., X,EI = [O, 11. 
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Then RI , R, , R8 and R., uniquely determine A, as iklatusita’s measure of 
“afinity” as given on the right side of (1.1). 
Note. RI and R, will determine A, as a constant multiple of the right side 
of (1.1) and rZ, and R4 are used to evaluate this constant. Conversely, it is easily 
seen that the pn defined in (1.1) satisfies properties RI to R4 . 
Proof. Let 
h(x, ,..., xJ = A,(xl , 1 - xl; x2 , I - xz; . . . . x, , 1 - x,) - 1, 
for x1 ,..., X,EI. (2.1) 
It can be shown that, 
@xl ,..., x,) = h(l - x 1 ,..a> 1 - 4 for x, ,..., x, fz I, (2.2) 
and that h(x, ,..., x,.) satisfies the functional equation 
h(x, ,..., x,) + [(I -x1)(1 -x2) .+a(1 -x,)]lirh (&, _tfe>...,+ 1 -xs 1 -x, 
= h(u, ,..., u,) + [(1 - ul) ... (1 - u,)]l’r h (*, -%- ,..., &), 
1 -us 1 -ur 
for x1 ,..., x, , Ul ,..., 247 E[O, l), xr + ur ,...) x, + 11, EI. (2.3) 
The proof of the theorem will be established with the help of the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA. h(xl ,..., x,), satisfying the functional equation (2.3), is uniquely 
determined as 
h(x, ,..., XT) = (x,x, .*. xp + [( 1 - x1)( 1 - xa) . .* (1 - x,)11’7 - 19 
f OY x, ,..., x, E I. (2.4) 
Proof. Consider the function 
g(x1 ,*a*, x,; u, Y-.*9 4 
= Xx, ,..., 4 + [(xl ... x,)1/r + ((1 - x1) .** (1 - xr)}“‘] h(u, , u2 ,..., u,), 
for x, ,..., x, , IC, ,..., 24, E (0, 1). (2.5) 
We will show that g(xI ,..., x,; uI ,..., u,) is symmetric in (x1 , ZJJ ,..., (x,. , u,). 
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Setting u,/(l - xl) = v1 ,..., q/(1 - x,) = v, ; 1 - xl = yl ,..., 1 - x, = yr 
in (2.3) and using (2.2) we have 
4Y 1 ,...,YA + (Yl --* Y,Y 41 ,-**, 4 
= h(wl ,--.> y,.+) + [(I -yd .-- (1 -w411” h (2 
l-Y, - ,.-., 1 1 3 -YPT 
Yi f 0, yivi f 1, i = I,..., Y. (2.6) 
Interchanging the y’s and v’s in (2.6) we get 
h(vl ,..., 4 + (Vl .** vyr NY, ,a**, Yr) 
= h(y,vl ,..., ~4 + [(I -YP~) .*- (1 -wP h (2 ,..., &$-j, 
vi # 0, Yi”i # 1, i = l,..., r. (2.7) 
Now by eliminating h(y,v, ,..., yrv,) we get 
h(y, ,...> YJ + (Yl .** yp)lIT h(vl ,..., v+J 
= h(v, ,..., v,) + (vl a.* I#‘~ h(y, ,...,YrJ + El1 - YlVl) --- (1 - Y411” 
x h l--Y, 
[( 
1 - v, 
1 - ylvl ‘...’ 1 
l-y, -h l-5 
* - yrvr 1 ( 1 - ylvl ‘*‘-’ 1 - y,v, 11 (2.8) 
Replacingyi by (1 - yi)/(l - yivf), i = I,..., Y, in (2.6) we get 
1 -Yr a.. 1 ylvl ‘**-’ 1 - 1 y$.v, + [( 1’:--,) ( ,‘I;;T)]l’r hh 9..., 4 - 
z!z h t1 - %h 
[ 
(1 -Y&r 
1 - YlVl “..’ 1 - y+$. I 
by using (2.2). Thus, 
= [(I -vl)...(l- v,)]1”h(y,,...,y,)-[(1-yy,)(l-yy,)...(1-yy,)]1’7h(v,,...,v,). 
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Substituting in (2.8) gives 
4Yl I..., Y,.) + (Yl ..‘yph(v, ,...) 4 + [(I - Yl) ... (1 - Yr)l”‘~(~l 
= &l 9.3.) %) + (VI ... vph(Yl ,..., YJ 
+ [(l - VI) I.* (1 - vJ”‘h(yl ,...,y,). 
Thus, 
h(Yl ,*.., 3%) = 
KY1 --- YP + ((1 - Yl) *** (1 - YT)Y - 11 QJ, P---9 VP) - 
NV1 -a* vp $- ((1 -“r) *.* (1 - V,)}l” - l] 
Since arbitrary values can be assigned for v1 ,..., vr , we have, using R3 , 
(2.11) 
4Yl >-**, r*) = (Yl . ..YP + ((1 - Yl) .*. (1 - YWT - 1% 
for yl >..-> yr E (0, 1). 
From (2.11) we also observe that A,(y, , 1 - yr; . . ..yT , 1 - yr) = 1 when 
y1 zzz ... = y? . This implies that affinity is maximum when the distributions 
are identical. Also it follows from (2.6) by puttingy% = 1, i = 1,2,..., r and then 
using (2.2) that 
h(l,..., 1) = h(O,..., 0) = 0. (2.12) 
We now extend (2.11) to the closed interval I = [0, 11. In (2.3) put 
x1~x2=.‘.=xk=(), u -... kfl - = u, = 0 (k < r). By rearranging the 
terms we get 
.I VI4 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
,.. 
W..., 0, xle+l I..., X,){[(l - U1) .*. (1 - u,)]l/r - l> 
= h(u, ,.“) UK ) 0 ,..., O){[( 1 - x,+1) -.* (1 - x,)11/r - 11, 
Since the x’s and u’s are arbitrary in [0, 1), from (2.17) we obtain 
(2.13) 
h(O,.. ., 0, xk+l ,...) x,) = Cl{ [( 1 - X*+J ..* (1 - X,)]r/r - l}, 
xB+l ,..., X, E Lo, I), (2.14) 
where c, is a constant, not involving xx+r ,..., x, . But h(0 ,..., 0, X~+~ ,..., x7) = 
h(l,..., 1, 1 - x*+1 ,*.., 1 - x,) according to (2.2), and, therefore, by replacing 
x’s by 1 - X’S we get 
h(l,..., 1, q+r ,..., XJ = c~((x~+~ ... x,)llr - l), x~+~ ,..., x, E (0, 11. (2.15) 
From the derivation of (2.14) and (2.15) t i is evident that instead of x1 = ... = 
X, = 0 any of the x’s could be taken as zeros in (2.14) and similarly any of the X’S 
could be taken as unities in (2.14). In (2.3) xi + ui , i = 1, 2 ,..., T, can take 
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value unity. Putting 24r = 1 - x, , x1 E (0, 11, xs = 0 = *.* = xk, 24k+l = 
0 = . . . = U, , proceeding in a similar fashion and finally evaluating at x1 = 1, 
we get 
h(l, o,..., 0, %+1,***, 8,) = c2(-11, (2.16) 
where c, is a constant. Similar results are easily obtained for any number of 
unities and zeros in h( ). Hence, in general, using R3 , R4 and (2.11) we have 
h(x, >a.., XT) = (x1 *.* xp + [( 1 - xr) ... (1 - x,)]l’r - 1, 
for xr ,..., x, E I. (2.17) 
Thus, we obtain 
A,(x, , 1 - x,; x.2 ) 1 - xa; . . . . x, , 1 - x,) 
zzz (Xl .-* XJlIT + [(I - xr) *.* (I - x7)]‘/*, for x, ,..., x, E 1. (2.18) 
By repeated applications of the recursivity property we obtain 
A,P,, 9 Plz ,..., PI,; Pa , ~22 ,..., pm;...; prl , pTz ,..., P,,) - I 
= i (PIiPti * * * Pri)l’T 
i-2 
XA I ( Pli 2 pu 
Pli . p2i pZi pvi 
- ’ l- pli ’ p,i ’ l - p2i -;*.Qp 1-g 1 I 
- 1 , 
9% rr 
where 
(2.19) 
Pji=Pjl+Pj&l$“‘+Pji, j = 1, 2 ,..., r. (2.20) 
Substitution of A, from (2.18) yields 
A, - 1 = f (PIi a.0 P,#/’ 
i=2 
(2.21) 
But 
Pji - Pji = Pj,i-l 9 j = 1, 2 ,..., Y, (2.22) 
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and, thus, 
f (PI,&, .** P,,~-#‘~ - -f (P,i *.. Pp 
i=2 i=2 
= PUP21 *-* P,p’ - (Pin *a* Pm)l'~ = (PllPZl -*. PJir - 1. (2.23) 
That is, 
A,(P,, , PI2 )...) PI,; PZl )..., P2,;...; Pyl ,..., P,,) = i (PliP2i *-* PTJ1’T. (2.24) 
i=l 
This completes the proof that Matusita’s measure of aflinity among Y discrete 
distributions is uniquely determined by properties RI , R, , R3 , and R, . 
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